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VII International Forum «ATOMEXPO 2015» in �gures

Number of countries

Number of exhibitors

Number of participants

Number of media

2014 – 42

2014 – 3544

2014 – 218

2014 –  85

2015 – 47

2015 – 4173

2015 – 448

2015 – 109

 Figures



EXHIBITORS
The ATOMEXPO 2015 exhibition was attended by over 100 
companies, including 29 foreign.
New exhibitors: LLC «UK Uralenergostroy», LLC «Gidropromstroy», 
«GK Informtekhnika» (Russia), Manoir Industries, Schneider Electric, 

Lemer Pax, Cofely Endel GDF Suez (France), Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, 
Toshiba (Japan), Ciltug (Turkey), Enersense, Konecranes (Finland), the 
Belarusian nuclear power plant, NA SA (Argentina) and many others.

CONGRESS PARTICIPANTS
Over 2,200 representatives from 247 companies participated in 
the business program of the Forum.

The following companies became Congress participants for the �rst time: 
NYNCO Asia Ltd., Arab Contractors, Orascom Construction, URENCO, 
KRON-SPB, PillsBury Winthrop Snaw Pittman, Assystem solutions DMCC, 
RTL and many others.

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR 
COOPERATION

Forum ATOMEXPO is a productive platform for holding B2B 
meetings, negotiations and signings. This year, some promising 
international agreements were signed on the sidelines of the Forum 
including:

The Memorandum on cooperation in nuclear power development 
perspectives between State Atomic Energy Corporation Rosatom 
and the Atomic Energy Agency of Indonesia.

Agreement  on cooperation between State Atomic Energy 
Corporation Rosatom and the Ministry of Foreign A�airs of the 
Russian Federation.

The agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation 
and the Government of the Republic of Ghana on cooperation in the 
�eld of nuclear power for peaceful purposes.

The Memorandum of Understanding between State Atomic Energy 
Corporation Rosatom and the Ministry of Higher Education and 
Scienti�c Research of the Tunisian Republic on cooperation in the 
�eld of nuclear power for peaceful purposes.

COUNTRIES
The Forum was attended by delegations from 47 countries.
This year, there were even more foreign participants of the Forum. 
Kenya, Tunisia, Israel, Mongolia, Cuba, Brazil and Saudi Arabia 
participated for the �rst time.

4 Facts
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Plenary session:
The main theme «Nuclear energy – impulse for social and economic development»

The key event of the VII International Forum ATOMEXPO 2015 was 
plenary session where the representatives of the leading countries in 
the �eld of nuclear energy discussed its bene�ts, the impact on the 
socio-economic development, as well as the possible problems arising 
in the case of its non-use.

During discussion the displacement of «growth points» of the nuclear 
energy towards developing regions - especially Latin America and 
South-East Asia was noted. The «beginners» in the nuclear energy 
industry want today not just to build the power-generating units they 

tend to create the entire industry that includes the skilled personnel, 
legal framework, etc. The main players in the market have to o�er that 
particular comprehensive approach.

The following trend is related to it – the reduction of costs in the 
construction of nuclear power units that meet needs of the society 
in the inexpensive nuclear energy and increases its competitiveness.

Sergey Kirienko
General Director of State Atomic Energy Corporation Rosatom

Agneta Rising 
General Director of the World Nuclear Association (WNA)

Plenary session
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 Tim Yeo
Ex-Chairman of the Energy and 
Climate Change Committee under 
the House of Commons of the 
Parliament of the United Kingdom

Takuya Hattori
President of the Japan Atomic 
Industrial Forum

Henri Proglio
Member of the Board of Directors 
of Akkuyu Nukleer A.S.

Julio Miguel de Vido
Minister of Federal Planning, 
Public Investment and Services 
of Argentina

Jacques Regaldo
Chairman of the World Association 
of Nuclear Operators

Mikhail Chudakov
Deputy General Director of IAEA

Attila Aszódi
Commissioner of the Government 
of Hungary for the Paks II project

Daniel Poneman
Former Secretary for National 
Energy Policy, USA

Philippe Knoche
CEO of Areva

Plenary session speakers
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Pavel Šolc
Deputy Minister of Industry and 
Trade of the Czech Republic

Jaejoo Ha
Director of the NEA OECD

Dr. F. Erepano Osaisai
Chairman of Nigerian Atomic 
Energy Commission (NAEC)

Joerg Rothermel
EID representative, Germany

Kamal J. Araj
Deputy Chairman of the Atomic 
Energy Commission of Jordan

Dr. Hashim A. Yamani
President of the King Abdullah City 
for Atomic and Renewable Energy 
(KA-CARE), Saudi Arabia

Necati Yamaс
Ministry of Energy and Natural 
Resources of Turkey

Djarot Wisnubroto, Chairman
National Nuclear Energy Agency 
of the Republic of Indonesia 
(BATAN)

Christophe Béhar
Director of the Nuclear Energy 
Division of CEA

Plenary session speakers
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Sergey Kirienko, General Director of State Atomic Energy Corporation Rosatom:

«Forum ATOMEXPO 2015 was attended by 2,200 delegates from 47 countries. This is a 1 ½ time more than in 
2014. Meanwhile, there are 30 countries in the world today using nuclear technologies. This suggests the obvious 
interest of the potential customers to nuclear technology. Today, the range of needs of all customers expands. It 
is important for them not only to get the nuclear plants on turnkey basis as it was ten years ago, and not even 
the cheap kilowatt hour. It is important for the customers to ensure the development of the whole technological 
branch of the nuclear industry, so the subject of our negotiations is also the technology of the nuclear plant and 
its compliance and reliability. The priority of security today is obvious to all».

Anibal Blanco, the representative of the National Commission of Atomic Energy (Argentina):

«It is very important to cooperate with Russia. We participate in ATOMEXPO 2015 to show the world that Argentina 
is an advanced country in the field of nuclear power and small reactors, that we have very ambitious plans in the 
field of nuclear medicine for the next ten years.
And I think this is very good news for the nuclear pool of countries when there a country declaring of its nuclear 
capabilities appears. When there is one country with good possibilities it is always very good for other countries. 
We are very pleased to take part in ATOMEXPO and grateful for the invitation to the forum».

Atef Abdel-Fattah, the Chairman of the Egyptian Atomic Energy Agency, the professor:

«ATOMEXPO Forum is a very important event and a good platform on which the specialists working in the �eld of nuclear 
energy meet. This is a good opportunity to know each other, get information about the updates on the nuclear market.
I think that nuclear energy has very good perspectives. I believe that it is very important for the future, it is a reliable source of 
energy. People need such technology. The nuclear industry is growing, and I hope that it will grow more and more».

Mehmet Jan Tugsuz, the member of the Board of Directors of Ciltug Company (Turkey):

«Our company produces water cooling and water intake systems. In this Forum, our aim was the acquaintance with the 
companies working in the �eld of nuclear energy, with civilian contractors and people working in this branch.
We want to show our products and hope that the companies from Russia, Kazakhstan and perhaps from the neighboring 
countries will be interested in our services in the �eld of steel structures.
For us ATOMEXPO is an opportunity to work on new projects, develop business. Hopefully we can establish and develop 
the relationships with other companies in the �eld of nuclear energy».

Naoto Kuroda, manager of Sales and Marketing in Overseas Markets Department, nuclear power systems sales 
division, Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy Ltd (Japan):

«As it is known, due to the accident at Fukushima nuclear power plant, the people of Japan have concerns about the nuclear 
energy. However, there are no own natural resources in our country, so of course, we need the nuclear power.
And it gradually returns to Japan. We have about 50 nuclear power plants, but at the moment all the reactors are stopped. 
I hope that this year some of them will be started up and eventually the nuclear energy will restore its work. Russia is the 
largest country in the world of nuclear energy. We, our company, hope to cooperate with Russia and Rosatom in the �eld 
of energy. Russia is the largest country in the �eld of nuclear safety, and I believe that the cooperation between Russia and 
Japan is necessary. At the Forum we introduced small technological developments for nuclear power. ATOMEXPO 2015 
Exhibition is our �rst attempt to enter the Russian market. Next year we hope to become a participant in this market».

About forum
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Main events in 2016:
- International Forum ATOMEXPO

- International Forum of Nuclear Industry 
Suppliers ATOMEX

- International Forum NDExpo

- International Exhibition and Conference 
ATOMEXPO Belorussia

Key competences:
- organization of exhibitions, conferences and 
seminars;
- production of exhibition stands and structures;
- event-management; 
- corporate style development;
- printed materials and souvenirs;
- advertising and PR-support;
- 2D and 3D design.

Atomexpo – communication company, international exhibition 
operator for State Atomic Energy Corporation ROSATOM 

and for Russian nuclear companies and organizations

More than 2000 Russian and over 800 foreign 
companies are clients of Atomexpo
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Organizer:

Operator:

VIII INTERNATIONAL FORUM

The main event in the global nuclear industry
May 30 – June 1

Moscow – Russia – Gostiniy Dvor
Conditions of participation*:

Organizing board
Tel: +7 495 663 38 21, Fax: +7 495 663 38 20
atomexpo@atomexpo.com
2016.atomexpo.ru/eng

• Delegate packages – from 1 495 euro
• Сost of remote participation – 1 300 euro

• Unequipped area – 415 euro per sq.m.
• Equipped area – 466 euro per sq.m.
• Equipped advanced area – 636 euro per sq.m.

Rent of exhibition space*:

*excl VAT 18%
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